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Two divergent influences--Southern cooking and French cuisine--come together in Bon Appétit,
Y'all, a modern Southern chef's passionate and utterly appealing homage to her culinary
roots.Espousing a simple-is-best philosophy, classically trained French chef and daughter and
granddaughter of consummate Southern cooks, Virginia Willis uses the finest ingredients,
concentrates on sound French technique, and lets the food shine in a style she calls "refined
Southern cuisine." More than 200 approachable and delicious recipes are arranged by chapter
into starters and nibbles; salads and slaws; eggs and dairy; meat, fowl, and fish main dishes;
sides; biscuits and breads; soups and stews; desserts; and sauces and preserves.Collected
here are stylishly updated Southern and French classics (New Southern Chicken and
Dumplings, Boeuf Bourgignonne), rib-sticking, old-timey favorites (Meme's Fried Okra, Angel
Biscuits), and perfectly executed comfort food (Mama's Apple Pie, Fried Catfish Fingers with
Country Rémoulade). Nearly 100 photographs bring to life both Virginia's food and the bounty of
her native Georgia.You'll also find a wealth of tips and techniques from a skilled and innovative
teacher, and the stories of a Southern girl steeped to her core in the food, kitchen lore, and
unconditional hospitality of her culinary forebears on both sides of the Atlantic. Bon Appétit, Y'all
is Virginia's way of saying, "Welcome to my Southern kitchen. Pull up a chair." Once you have
tasted her food, you'll want to stay a good long while.

From the Inside FlapThe most authoritative book on data mining with SQL Server 2008SQL
Server Data Mining has become the most widely deployed data mining server in the industry.
Business users—and even academic and scientific users—have adopted SQL Server data
mining because of its scalability, availability, extensive functionality, and ease of use.The 2008
release of SQL Server brings exciting new advances in data mining. This authoritative and up-to-
date resource shows how to master all of the latest features, with practical guidance on how to
deploy and use SQL Server data mining for yourself.The author team begins with an introduction
to the tools, techniques, and concepts necessary to leverage SQL Server 2008 data mining. The
discussion progresses to a thorough look at the details of the SQL Server 2008 data mining
algorithms. You'll discover how to integrate SQL Server data mining into other parts of the SQL
Server Business Intelligence (BI) suite and extend SQL Server data mining for your own needs.
Detailed, practical examples clearly explain how to implement successful data mining solutions
with SQL Server 2008.Data Mining with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 shows you how to:Apply
data mining solutions using Microsoft ExcelUse the data mining Add-ins for Microsoft
OfficeUnderstand how, when, and where to apply the algorithms that are included with SQL
Server data miningPerform data mining on online analytical processing (OLAP) cubesExtend
SQL Server data mining by implementing your own data mining algorithms and stored



proceduresUse SQL Server Management Studio to access and secure data mining objectsUse
SQL Server Business Intelligence Development Studio to create and manage data mining
projectsThe companion website includes the complete sample code and data sets that are
featured in the book.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back
CoverThe most authoritative book on data mining with SQL Server 2008SQL Server Data
Mining has become the most widely deployed data mining server in the industry. Business users
—and even academic and scientific users—have adopted SQL Server data mining because of
its scalability, availability, extensive functionality, and ease of use.The 2008 release of SQL
Server brings exciting new advances in data mining. This authoritative and up-to-date resource
shows how to master all of the latest features, with practical guidance on how to deploy and use
SQL Server data mining for yourself.The author team begins with an introduction to the tools,
techniques, and concepts necessary to leverage SQL Server 2008 data mining. The discussion
progresses to a thorough look at the details of the SQL Server 2008 data mining algorithms.
You'll discover how to integrate SQL Server data mining into other parts of the SQL Server
Business Intelligence (BI) suite and extend SQL Server data mining for your own needs.
Detailed, practical examples clearly explain how to implement successful data mining solutions
with SQL Server 2008.Data Mining with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 shows you how to:Apply
data mining solutions using Microsoft ExcelUse the data mining Add-ins for Microsoft
OfficeUnderstand how, when, and where to apply the algorithms that are included with SQL
Server data miningPerform data mining on online analytical processing (OLAP) cubesExtend
SQL Server data mining by implementing your own data mining algorithms and stored
proceduresUse SQL Server Management Studio to access and secure data mining objectsUse
SQL Server Business Intelligence Development Studio to create and manage data mining
projectsThe companion website includes the complete sample code and data sets that are
featured in the book.--This text refers to the digital edition.About the AuthorJamie MacLennan is
principal development manager of the SQL Server Analysis Services at Microsoft. He has more
than 25 patents or patents pending for his work on SQL Server Data Mining, and has written
extensively on the data mining technology in SQL Server. ZhaoHui Tang is a principal group
program manager at Microsoft adCenter and inventor of Keyword Services Platform. Bogdan
Crivat is a senior software design engineer in SQL Server Analysis Services at Microsoft,
working primarily on the data mining platform.--This text refers to the digital edition.Read more
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chancytejana, “OMG, I'M HOME AGAIN!. My grandmother would never share her recipes, with
anyone. She felt her daughters didn't have the "calling" and her two granddaughters just weren't
around enough to apprentice, although she would use our labor, when available. I see some of
these recipes, toasting pecans and how to shred coconut (but not with her rotary grater), the
shrimp simply dressed with olive oil, salt and lemon, but simmered in the celery/carrot/onion
court bouillon exactly as I've done for 50 years, and I am transported hard and fast back into
kitchens in Memphis, Tennessee and the Louisiana Coast, replete with the sounds, colors and
smells. The teleportation doesn't end there, only begins, and I'm six years old again and feeling
the love infused in every moment Grammy was around. Always cooking, toasting biscuits,
making cheese straws, lemon meringue pies, fried chicken, whatever company food she could,
as somebody always came home for a meal, or she'd drag in strangers who needed to be fed.
She believed she lived to cook and these foods have that "somep'n somep'n" she lavished into
our lives. She wouldn't share her recipes, period! We weren't up to snuff for some reason or
another. We actually weren't around enough and my grandmother operated under the tenet of
"all or nuthin'" in her work ethic. And here we are. I had the hardback of this book for years, a
gift lightly scanned, then shelved, but somethin' came up and I bought the Kindle version bcs it's
easier to read and find things and Chef was recommended as "the real deal." Well, ladies and
gentlemen, she is and so is her food. Don't sit back and enjoy this lady and her magic, get in
there and get busy. "Your hands aren't moving, missy, you cain't cook if your hands ain't
dancin'!" Yes, ma'am. Your God-appointed angel has shown up for duty and I'm ready to dance
to her wonderful awesome music. Thank you, Lord, at last my kitchens goddess has come! Buy
this book and pray you deserve the miracle now available in front of you.  I hope I do.”

DeeDiDee, “A Beautiful Useful Book, Sure to Become a Classic. Bon Appetite, Ya'll is an elegant
but doable collection of recipes with stories from Virginia Willis. She is a Southern woman with
classical French training. This training presents itself in her recipes: the best and most loved
Southern ingredients prepared with flawless French inflection. Don't let that stop you from
purchasing the book! Think "easily done in the home kitchen", relax, and give the book a try.The
book consists of twelve chapters: starters and nibbles; salads and slaws; eggs and dairy; beef,
pork, and lamb; gospel birds and game birds; fish and shellfish; grits, rice, pasta and potatoes;
vegetables; biscuits, rolls, and breads; soups and stews; desserts; and sauces, condiments,
jams, jellies, and perserves. She begins each chapter with a lively, informative discussion of the
subject matter at hand. For example, in gospel birds and game birds, you'll briefly read about the
classification of chickens according to their culinary purpose as well as learn how to cut up a
chicken. You won't find a photograph for each recipe, but most recipes have a stunning, full color
photograph that will make you nostalgic for the Southern food of your youth (if you are Southern)
and make you wish you were Southern if you aren't. There are also handy asides pertaining to



each recipe. You'll find a paragraph on making your own garlic paste or chiffonading your own
herbs for example.The recipes are elegant, simple, and solid. They stride a gorgeous line
between eating in a Southern meat and three and eating in a French bistro. The author put her
heart, heritage, and traing into this book. Want to eat something different yet comforting? Try
Mama's Quail in Red Wine Sauce. Want a standout appetizer? You probably won't meet anyone
who can top the Crab Dip in this book. You can satisfy the most finicky sweet tooth with a
Georgia peach souffle or blackberry cobbler.I don't know exactly how she does it, but Virginia
Willis can make any moderate level home cook appear to deserve a Michelin star.”

Nina B, “Good food!. I saw this book on Anna and Kristina's TV show and was interested in the
coca cola ribs so I checked the book out from the library and fell in love with it. I made the
ribs,the roasted corn on the cob with mayonnaise and parmesan and biscuits. My home was
silent as we ate. All I heard was mmmmm! mmmmmm! I ordered the book and have enjoyed
planning the next recipes to cook. I plan to make the angel biscuits this weekend and the
mushroom tart for an upcoming party. This is a good book. If you enjoy comfort food done with
a twist, you will love this book.”

Margaret M. Goodyear, “Likable. I have this cookbook and wanted to give it to a friend who is
from Louisiana.”

William J. Morrow, “Southern Revival. The best cook book I've read in years! I've already cooked
1/2 of the recipes in the short time I've owned it. Not only are the recipes easy to follow and
make, but she provides plenty of helpful hints and lots of wonderful, truly Southern, sarcastic
comic relief. I find myself laughing a loud as she coyly refers to Meme's Fried Backfat as
"seriously old fashioned country food." Although many of the recipes come from her family
heritage, her classical French training is also well represented. Meme's Blackberry Cobbler
recipe alone is worth the price of the book. It has been the hit of 3 dinner parties and is hands
down the dessert of 2008!”

Caroline Summersett, “Surprise. I think this author's grandmother knew mine. But the
combination of the added French suggestions add a new kind of variety. There are very good
recipes for standard entrees, desserts, and especially, appetizers. This is a great addition to the
kitchen library.”

Purple, “Happy discovery. A lot of great recipes here. Very well tested. Many traditional
southern recipes use canned soups, etc. Not here, these are from scratch cooking. Sausage
balls, cheese straws, poached pickled shrimp, angel biscuits, etc are great examples of
standards southern fare but elevated and sophisticated. Gave one to my sister in law who loves
to cook.”



Mrs. Rosemary A. Pratt, “Bon Appetit,Y'all. This is a fascinating book, with some really unusual
recipes. The chicken wings in Coca Cola glaze are to die for!It is lavishly illustrated and also
contains lots of family anecdotes which make the recipes more intriging. My only criticsm is that I
could have done with an English glossary as some of the ingredients are a bit obscure. God
bless Google.”

Tamarra Taylor, “I really like this book. I really like this book, the stories as well as the recipes. It
provides some good insight on southern cooking with a French slant. I've tried the mac and
cheese as well as the goat cheese and pear salad thus far. Both turned out awesome (though I
had to cook the macaroni and cheese much longer than indicated in the book. The only
complaint I have is I wish there were more pictures.”

Chantal, “Lots of good recipes and different ideas. I bought this book after seeing it on the Anna
and Kristina grocery bags show. I have to say that everything that I have made has been
amazing. I have made at least 10 recipes and I keep making them over and over again.”

Ameeta, “New favorite cookbook!. Fantastic cookbook! I have made 5 of the recipes so far and I
have to say this book definitely delivers! Even if you tweet the recipes a bit to suit your taste they
still turn out fabulous! Great buy!! Fried chicken = Yummmmm”

Gary chamberlain, “Was great. Every thing they said was true. Everything. Was great. Every
thing they said was true”

The book by Virginia Willis has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 177 people have provided feedback.
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